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in the late 1980s, as software-based audio recording and
editing became more affordable, there was an explosion of
home studios and audio software development. from the
mid-1980s to the mid-1990s, many desktop-based audio
programs, such as cubase, the fast-growing cakewalk, and
ardour(other versions available), were available that could
perform multitrack recording and editing. we also saw a
number of professional-grade piece-of-crap full-featured
recording and recording programs, including, but not limited
to, pro tools, nuendo, and sonic foundry, spring up to cater to a
smaller market of producers. these programs were somewhat
attractive because they were easy to use (compared to the
professional programs), but in general, the existing software
was not ready for the professional market, which resulted in a
slightly under-whelming user experience. with the release of
both the iphone in 2007 and the ipad in 2010, affordable
multimedia production (and recording) has boomed. any artist
who bought an ipad for the artist in them is now either
creating ios applications, producing and recording music on
their ipad, or both. a lot of exciting stuff has happened in this
new market, and it is definitely a hot-bed of development.
today, you can buy any number of ios apps that are designed
to create or edit music. so, it would be a little unfair to say that
there is a definitive "best" ios app for ipad or iphone recording
or editing. as with everything in technology, there are always
going to be tradeoffs and compromises. it is possible to create
and edit music with the ipad. however, to maximize the power
of the device, i recommend using a mac computer, a studio
quality audio interface, and blackmagic design recording gear.
the following section will guide you through the recording and
production process with the software and hardware
recommended in this article.
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this control surface feature can use the usb dongle to send a
mouse like any other mouse by attaching the dongle to the

computer and then attaching the control surface to the same
usb port. it then operates as a native bluetooth mouse but has
the same ctrl and shift key functionality as a regular mouse.

the up, down, left, right, and middle buttons control the mouse
pointer and clicking the right mouse button goes to a browse
window. i did not get that far but it looks nice in the preview

window. retrieving files from your hard drive is not as
troublesome as it used to be. with retina support, just drag and
drop the files and the dongle will make sure that the path will
be correctly changed to the retina display. the retina display

makes all the difference. now with retina support, you can drag
and drop a file into your project and it will open up in the
waveform window instantly! if you open up the waveform

window and then drag and drop a second file onto the project
timeline, the file will automatically open in the waveform as

well. if your hands are on the keyboard most of the time, why
not extend the efficiency of your work even more by enabling
a keyboard shortcut that will quickly bring up the waveform
viewer? you can then quickly use your shortcut to navigate

between videos or to manage the clips. you can also use the
finished project to create onscreen help videos. you can easily
select a single region of the video to highlight and get detailed
help for that region. switch between various regions with the
shortcut. as technology became cheaper, computers became
more affordable, and midi/dat (digital audio tape) recorders

became powerful enough to record several tracks
simultaneously, a new era of affordable multitrack recording,
editing, and production tools was beginning to take shape.

when we wanted to capture loops, beats, and sound effects,
we used wave editors and midi sequencers; when we wanted

to record our band, we used audio-to-midi converters and
samplers; when we wanted to mix and master a track, we used
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hardware multitrack recorders. 5ec8ef588b
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